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CITY HALL PLAZA 
Recommendations from the Friends of Living Plaza 

The Friends of Living Plaza organization was founded as an advocacy group 
to demonstrate the need for improved design and programming on the Dallas 
City Hall Plaza. The Living Plaza project became a three-year investigation 
observing and experimenting with the space to identify plaza users, the 
impediments to change, and the elements essential to transforming the plaza 
into a vibrant part of the city.
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Sunset on the Plaza:   
a peaceful place to be.
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This report is a compilation of our findings, as recommendations for future temporary events and 
short-term projects. Any future short-term events will be crucial to explore possible configurations 
and uses, and to continue building momentum as the City develops its long-term plans for the site.  
Some of these findings may also inform the permanent planning for the plaza. 


Overview of Recommendations 


Plaza Users 
Events should appeal to the many 
people who come to City Hall, of all 
ages, at all times of the day, for many 
various reasons, from families getting 
birth certificates to professionals 
meeting with staff. The best opportunity 
to bring life to the plaza is to 
accommodate existing users. These 
include:


• Residents (including often multi-
generational families accompanied by 
children under the age of five) paying 
their water bill and acquiring birth 
certificates


• Citizens and business professionals meeting with council and staff


• City Employees eating lunch, taking a smoke break, stretching their legs, 
heading to get lunch/coffee, or walking to a meeting


• Tourists and conventioneers exploring Pioneer Plaza, heading to the 
Farmers Market, or just wandering through downtown 
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Shade in June 2011 
brought City 
employees out to 
enjoy the plaza for 
lunch, even in the 
Texas summer.
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• Residents of the nearby Bridge Homeless Shelter doing everything from exercising, holding bible 
study classes, job hunting on laptops over the City wifi, to loitering


Timing of Special Events 
The plaza can be an important resources for users of nearby social services. However, it is 
important to encourage multiple uses throughout the day to attract a variety of visitors, so that no 
one group can monopolize the plaza. Several activity patterns were observed during the three years 
of the project:


• Lunchtime events are primarily attended by City Hall employees, but also attract tourists, City Hall 
visitors and employees from nearby office buildings


• Evening events are primarily attended by local residents. Few city 
employees typically stay for events; most go home after work


• Attendance is generally highest during lunch


• Events must occur at a regular frequency so people can plan on 
attending


• During good-weather months, high demand will support weekly 
events


• Wednesdays are preferable for Council Members and attendees to 
participate. Fridays are best for the general public


• Spring and Fall events will attract larger crowds


• Summer events should be fairly well-attended if proper shade and 
cool beverages are available


Security 
The City Hall Security team has carefully policed the plaza through 
some of the roughest decades for Downtown Dallas. Security 
guards are vigilant at keeping loiterers from making trouble, and 
protecting the plaza from vandalism. Outdoor loudspeakers allow 
guards to immediately intercept any suspicious activity. During 
business hours, security guards consistently walk the site, and 

cameras enable a high level of surveillance at other times. After dark the guards continue watching 
via cameras and foot patrol. 


As the primary use of the plaza changes and surrounding properties also become more active, the 
security team may need to re-formulate how they approach daily activity in the plaza. Additionally, 
the dense presence of homeless and social services nearby will likely remain. Therefore, it’s 
essential that a well-designed, inviting plaza also attract a variety of different visitors throughout the 
day.
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“We just had the 
most chillin' 
lunch time 
outside at 
Friends of Living 
Plaza listening to 
Calvin Sexton 
and the Inner 
City All Stars. 
The musicians 
are on point, the 
sun is shining 
and I give 
thanks. Dallas, 
you ain’t all bad.” 
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The safety concerns from having an active public space in close proximity to a government building 
will require that security stay vigilant. However, many of the everyday safety issues should be 
lessened once a critical mass of law-abiding citizens are using the space regularly.


Policy 
Presently, a special event permit must be pulled for each event, even for reoccurring food trucks on 
the plaza at lunch. To simplify the process, the plaza should be designated as a food truck zone 
similar to the Arts District.


Management of the plaza could be a hindrance. Different departments within the City control 
different aspects of the plaza. While the structure has been streamlined to an extent, coordination 
between all entities will be essential for long-term success.


Utilities 
Outdoor electricity poses a challenge on the plaza. Either vendors must provide extremely long 
extension cords, or activities must be limited to certain areas. A small investment (approximately 
$13,000) in upgrading the electrical box near the northern grove of trees would enable far greater 
flexibility.


Advertising:  
      At City Hall 
City announcements are spread by email from the Public Information Office (PIO) through multiple 
daily blasts to all employees. During our events, announcements would occasionally go out a few 
days before (or even after) the event. Recent staff turnover and restructuring of PIO may have led to 
a more effective announcement process. Posters were also placed at elevators on each floor, at all 
three sets of elevators. The email blasts and posters proved to be the most successful outreach. 


A few small A-frame sandwich boards were also placed strategically along walkways on the plaza 
for one event. This could be very effective if boards are strategically placed multiple days in a row, a 
week in advance of the event, as well as on the day of the event.


      Around downtown 
The Friends of Living Plaza Facebook Page (https://www.facebook.com/FriendsOfLivingPlaza), and 
media blasts from Downtown Dallas, Inc. were the most effective forms of outreach to downtown 
residents. The Friends of Living Plaza Facebook page has 388 likes (continuing to add more every 
day).


Area hotels (from a few blocks away to a few miles away) have also announced events to their 
guests. This plaza has the potential to be a citywide destination. 


Regularly occurring events could be advertised in ways such as posters in storefronts and small 
permanent signs.
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https://www.facebook.com/FriendsOfLivingPlaza
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Background 
A one-day demonstration projects on April 27, 2011 was organized by Team Better Block, the City 
Design Studio, and a host of volunteer partners, mostly from the North Oak Cliff neighborhood.
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Video of Initial Event April 27, 2011

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxwUK0oQvXc


After attending the demonstration event, I asked the event organizers “now what?” They replied that 
it was up to me - as a City employee who worked at City Hall - and anyone else who would 
volunteer, to make any permanent changes happen. I founded the Friends of Living Plaza as an 
advocacy group to demonstrate the need for improved design and programming. Over time, three 

notable individuals assisted in organizing events: Tisha Crear, Arturo 
DelCastillo and Patrick McDonnel. The project became a three-year 
investigation observing and experimenting with the space to test ideas, 
identify plaza users, and learn the necessary elements to making this a 
great place. The project attracted support from volunteers from many 
different City departments and partners throughout Dallas.


The Friends of Living Plaza held our last event in the Fall of 2013. I 
continued to lead conversations about the management and ultimate plans 
for the Plaza with City staff in the various departments that managed the 

plaza, until leaving the City of Dallas in 2014.


Conversations to redesign the City Hall Plaza have continued both among City staff and with an 
adjacent private developer who is redeveloping the adjacent 500 S Ervay complex.


Two years after the last Living Plaza event, we may be approaching a key decision point for the 
future of the plaza. We hope our recommendations provide insights to inform temporary events as 
well as ultimate plans for City Hall Plaza. 
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Special thanks for cooperation from the following City departments: 

CityDesign Studio


Office of Cultural Affairs


Office of Economic Development


Office of Environmental Quality


Water Department


Parks and Recreation


Equipment and Building Services


Special thanks go to organizers Tisha Crear with the Office of Cultural Affairs, and Arturo Del 
Castillo and Patrick McDonnel with the CityDesign Studio, for their dedication to the project.


Video from Jazz in July

https://vimeo.com/50987340
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